Landscape Care Instructions
WATERING NEW SOD
Water area at least once a day in the morning (best time is before sunrise) for approximately 2-3 weeks.
Do not water grass after sundown! This keeps grass too wet for too long and could lead to fungus and
other issues. After sod is established, decrease watering frequency to encourage the turf to send roots
deeper to retrieve their own moisture. WATCH OUT FOR— shaded areas, they may not require as much
water. During periods of good rain please adjust your watering. If you have an automatic watering
system, it is best to install a rain shut off device to disarm the system when it rains.
Be proactive and walk your lawn weekly- looking around for trouble areas i.e. dry spots and saturated
areas. Resolve irrigation problems to minimize harm to the turf.

Once Maintenance commences on lawn make sure it is cut at 3.5”-4.5”. The higher the better- helps to
retain moisture, keep roots deep, and the lawn thick to keep weeds out.
A chemical company is highly recommended to help maintain the stability of the turf. Pre-emergence,
fungicides, micro nutrients, and other chemicals that are needed for best results.

Plant watering instructions:
1 Gallon Plants – Water every day for 2-3 weeks (1 gallon per plant, approximately 15 seconds per plant)
3 Gallon Plants – Water every day for 2-3 weeks (3 gallons per plant, approximately 30 seconds per plan)
5 - 7 Gallon Plants – Water every day for 2-3 weeks (5 gallons per plant, approximately 45 seconds per
plant)

Additional Notes:
1.
2.
3.
4.

You can do this! Be confident with that hose!
Disregard any rainfall unless it exceeds two inches at your location.
Always monitor soil moisture by feeling the soil under the plant or tree
The above directions should be followed for approximately 2 months; after that period, the
plants will have sufficient water from proper irrigation. (Supplemental watering during dry
periods may need to continue indefinitely)
5. Watering should be focused at the base of the plant. Wetting the foliage does not benefit the
plant and can promote disease.
6. When possible, water in the morning or in the evening to minimize evaporation.

ATTENTION CUSTOMERS – SOD and other vegetation (plants ect.) IS NOT GUARANTEED

